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Marty Peretz takes Jimmy Carter to task. 
The former president has been gulled once again, this time by the Communist regime in North Korea, 
a very brutal system of control, indeed. It's not the first time that the Kim dynasty has taken him in. 
But it is the ex-president at his most outlandishly doltish. 

Take the column Carter published this week in the Washington Post. It argues the good intentions of 
the dictatorship with regard to nuclear weapons. But it does so only by assertion and reassertion. 

"This past July I was invited to return to Pyongyang to secure the release of an American, Aijalon 
Gomes, with the proviso that my visit would last long enough for substantive talks with top North 
Korean officials. They spelled out in detail their desire to develop a denuclearized Korean Peninsula 
and a permanent cease-fire, based on the 1994 agreements and the terms adopted by the six powers 
in September 2005. With no authority to mediate any disputes, I relayed this message to the State 
Department and White House. Chinese leaders indicated support of this bilateral discussion. ..." 
This is not the first time that someone so significant has argued the good intentions of a Marxist 
tyranny. More than six decades ago, Henry Wallace, who was dumped from the vice presidency by 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, went on a rampage of support for the Soviet Union. After all, Wallace 
argued, the Red Kremlin had been pushed by the aggressive policies of the United States and its 
allies. ... 
  
  
In the Corner, Veronique de Rugy has a deficit graph that's worth looking over. 
  
  
Richard Epstein explains one way in which Obamacare gives inappropriate power to 
bureaucrats. 
...Since the politicos miscalculated the regulatory burdens, they have to brace for the real possibility 
that some health care plans will collapse under the strain.  Starting in late September, reality hit home 
when McDonald’s announced that it would have cut out its “mini-med” program for about 30,000 of its 
low-paid workers. It insisted that it could not meet the statutory requirements for the simple reason 
that high employee turnover raises administrative costs. 

Rather than face this public relations disaster, Kathleen Sebelius, the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services, granted a one-year waiver from the requirements of the program.  That particular result 
does not stand alone.  Since that time fresh waivers have been routinely dispensed by the 
Department of Health and Human Services to many other organizations, including many powerful 
unions. At least one million workers are now out from under ObamaCare, with more to come. 

The process vividly shows how unrealistic expectations can undermine the rule of law.  Waivers are 
by definition an exercise of administrative discretion that benefits the party who receives its special 
dispensation.  Yet nothing in ObamaCare explains who should receive these waivers or why. 

The dangers from this uncertainty are enormous. Make no mistake about it, a waiver gives the 
favored organization a competitive advantage over its rivals. But it is not only one applicant that pulls 
out all the stops.  Its competitors often follow suit while simultaneously trying to block the waiver for 
the original applicant.  Administrative expertise quickly takes a back seat to old-fashioned political 
muscle and intrigue. ... 

  



  
George Will profiles California Congressman Kevin McCarthy. 
...The reason Republicans think winning the presidency in 2012 is essential to fulfilling the promise of 
2010 is that Barack Obama, former paladin of change, will veto change. So McCarthy understands 
that, pending a Republican president, much of Republican governance must occur down in the weeds 
of government - in the Federal Register, the record of the regulations by which the executive branch 
exercises its will without much congressional supervision or circumscription.  

But looking up from the weeds at the clouds, McCarthy has a dismaying desire to bring a "futurist" to 
speak to the Republican caucus each week. This betrays an unconservative faith in prophets - 
pursuing prophecy is a recipe for forfeiting the present - and is a depressing reminder of Speaker 
Newt Gingrich's swoon about Alvin Toffler's books "Future Shock" and "The Third Wave." Gingrich 
said of himself, oxymoronically, "I am a conservative futurist." Fascination with clairvoyants is, 
however, symptomatic of an unconservative hankering to surf supposed "waves" of history and to put 
government in the service of, and society in harness to, Big Ideas.  

...The biggest threat to Republicans, who are currently flushed with victory, is, McCarthy thinks, the 
delusion that "they won the election. They didn't win anything." Rather, Democrats got themselves 
fired. McCarthy is too polite to say that the Democrats were terminated because they, like the 
president, misread the 2008 elections as much more than the electorate's pink slip for Republicans 
who were spendthrifts at home and blunderers abroad. ... 

  
  
Michael Barone looks at election demographics. 
Some reflections on the revolution of 2010, based on extended examination of the election returns.  

Gentry liberals: The tsunami swept from the George Washington Bridge to the Donner Pass, but 
didn't wash away affluent liberals to the east and west of these geographic markers. Also surviving 
were the cannibals -- the public employee unions that are threatening to bankrupt states like 
California and New York, a prospect that doesn't faze the left-leaning gentry. In these areas 
Republicans picked up one House seat anchored in Staten Island, two in New Hampshire and one in 
Washington state, and they came close in two California districts wholly or partly in the Central Valley. 
Gentry liberal territory stayed staunchly Democratic. ... 

...Germano-Scandinavian America: ...Republican gains in state legislatures were even more 
impressive. They will control the redistricting process in four of the five states in this region. The 
exception is Illinois, where Rod Blagojevich's successor as governor, Pat Quinn, held on by a few 
thousand votes -- helped perhaps by the refusal of some Democratic county clerks not to send out 
military ballots in the time required by federal law. They did manage to send unrequested ballots to 
inmates of the Cook County Jail, though. ... 

  
  
In Slate, Kate Roiphe ponders the current parenthood paradigm. 
Last year, a friend of mine sent a shipment of green rubber flooring, at great impractical expense, to a 
villa in the south of France because she was worried that over the summer holiday her toddler would 
fall on the stone floor. Generations of French children may have made their way safely to adulthood, 
walking and falling and playing and dreaming on these very same stone floors, but that did not deter 
her in her determination to be safe. This was, I think, an extreme articulation of our generation's 
common fantasy: that we can control and perfect our children's environment. And lurking somewhere 



behind this strange and hopeless desire to create a perfect environment lies the even stranger and 
more hopeless idea of creating the perfect child. 

Of course, for most of us, this perfect, safe, perpetually educational environment is unobtainable; an 
ineffable dream we can browse through in Dwell, or some other beautiful magazine, with the starkly 
perfect Oeuf toddler bed, the spotless nursery. Most of us do not raise our children amidst a sea of 
lovely and instructive wooden toys and soft cushiony rubber floors and healthy organic snacks, but 
the ideal exists and exerts its dubious influence. 

This fantasy of control begins long before the child is born, though every now and then a sane bulletin 
lands amidst our fashionable perfectionism, a real-world corrective to our over-arching anxieties. I 
remember reading with some astonishment, while I was pregnant, a quiet, unsensational article about 
how one study showed that crack babies turned out to be doing as well as non-crack babies. Here we 
are feeling guilty about goat's cheese on a salad, or three sips of wine, and all the while these ladies, 
lighting crack pipes, are producing intelligent and healthy offspring. While it's true that no one seemed 
to be wholeheartedly recommending that pregnant women everywhere take up crack for relaxation, 
the fundamental irony does appear to illustrate a basic point: which is that children, even in utero, are 
infinitely more adaptable and hardy and mysterious than we imagine. ... 

  
  
In the Telegraph Blogs, UK, James Delingpole blogs on the true state of global energy 
resources. There is no shortage. 
...The Global Warming Policy Foundation (Happy anniversary, GWPF!) has collated several pieces 
which offer a helpful counter to this hackneyed, and too often unquestioned, eco-fascist narrative. 

Here’s the New York Times: ... 

"Just as it seemed that the world was running on fumes, giant oil fields were discovered off the coasts 
of Brazil and Africa, and Canadian oil sands projects expanded so fast, they now provide North 
America with more oil than Saudi Arabia. In addition, the United States has increased domestic oil 
production for the first time in a generation. 

Meanwhile, another wave of natural gas drilling has taken off in shale rock fields across the United 
States, and more shale gas drilling is just beginning in Europe and Asia. Add to that an increase in 
liquefied natural gas export terminals around the world that connected gas, which once had to be 
flared off, to the world market, and gas prices have plummeted. 

Energy experts now predict decades of residential and commercial power at reasonable prices. 
Simply put, the world of energy has once again been turned upside down." ... 

...Does any of this sound to you like evidence that the world is facing the kind of energy crisis which 
can only be solved by concerted government intervention?... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
 



The Spine 
Jimmy Carter, Korean Communist Dupe 
by Marty Peretz 

The former president has been gulled once again, this time by the Communist regime in North Korea, 
a very brutal system of control, indeed. It's not the first time that the Kim dynasty has taken him in. 
But it is the ex-president at his most outlandishly doltish. 

Take the column Carter published this week in the Washington Post. It argues the good intentions of 
the dictatorship with regard to nuclear weapons. But it does so only by assertion and reassertion. 

"This past July I was invited to return to Pyongyang to secure the release of an American, Aijalon 
Gomes, with the proviso that my visit would last long enough for substantive talks with top North 
Korean officials. They spelled out in detail their desire to develop a denuclearized Korean Peninsula 
and a permanent cease-fire, based on the 1994 agreements and the terms adopted by the six powers 
in September 2005. With no authority to mediate any disputes, I relayed this message to the State 
Department and White House. Chinese leaders indicated support of this bilateral discussion. 
North Korean officials have given the same message to other recent American visitors and have 
permitted access by nuclear experts to an advanced facility for purifying uranium. The same officials 
had made it clear to me that this array of centrifuges would be "on the table" for discussions with the 
United States, although uranium purification - a very slow process - was not covered in the 1994 
agreements. 
Pyongyang has sent a consistent message that during direct talks with the United States, it is ready 
to conclude an agreement to end its nuclear programs, put them all under IAEA inspection and 
conclude a permanent peace treaty to replace the "temporary" cease-fire of 1953. We should 
consider responding to this offer. The unfortunate alternative is for North Koreans to take whatever 
actions they consider necessary to defend themselves from what they claim to fear most: a military 
attack supported by the United States, along with efforts to change the political regime." 

This is not the first time that someone so significant has argued the good intentions of a Marxist 
tyranny. More than six decades ago, Henry Wallace, who was dumped from the vice presidency by 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, went on a rampage of support for the Soviet Union. After all, Wallace 
argued, the Red Kremlin had been pushed by the aggressive policies of the United States and its 
allies. 

By the way, Wallace was editor of The New Republic (which published �this drivel) for a year before 
the Communist Party ran him for president as its candidate on the Progressive Party line. 

Which is why it is creepy to me that many liberals have dropped the historically resonant "liberal" 
hallmark in favor of the "progressive" label which, going back to the agrarian populists, reeks of racial 
bigotry and sloganeering politics. 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Corner 
The Cost of the Debt Explosion 
by Veronique de Rugy 
  
Here is what our future looks like if we don’t cut spending dramatically. 

 

This chart slices government spending into four main areas: Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, 
interest on the debt, and other spending (which includes defense). As we can see, if we don’t get our 
deficit and spending under control, most of our budget will be used to finance the interest we owe on 
our debt. Note how this share of the spending grows significantly faster than the Medicare and 
Medicaid part. That being said, the best way to reduce the amount of interest we pay on our debt is to 
reduce spending on other fast-growing budget items, i.e. entitlement spending. 

And this is the best-case scenario. The CBO alternative projects an average interest rate of 4.6 
percent from 2010 to 2084, with lower rates in the near future due to the recession. Interest rates in 
2010 are estimated at 2.26 percent, slowly increasing through 2030 and leveling off at about 4.9 
percent.  These projected rates are historically low for the United States. What’s more, these interest 
rates assume that investors look at these spending projections and don’t change their perceptions of 
the country’s solvency. 

  
  
 
 
 
 



Forbes 
Government By Waiver: The Breakdown Of Public Administration 
by Richard Epstein 

The past year has marked the passage of the two most massive legislative reforms in the history of 
American politics: ObamaCare for health care and Dodd-Frank for the financial sector.  Their size and 
complexity dwarf those of any New Deal legislation. 

These new laws require a stunning acceleration of the longstanding practice of relying on delegated 
authority to implement statutory commands.  According to its New Deal champions, this welcome 
division of authority could cure the manifold defects of a market economy by combining the best of 
democratic politics with the best of administrative expertise.  Under the new division of labor, the 
political branches of government set the broad direction of legislative reform, and then trust skilled 
administrative agencies to turn general directives into specific commands. 

The sheer magnitude of the new legislative ventures has thrown this model–which, in truth, has never 
worked well–into disarray. Rulemaking is no small operation.  Typically, an agency has to gather 
enough information to take an intelligent stab at issuing reasonable rules.  It must therefore try to 
bring itself up to speed by a cumbersome, multistage process for gathering and synthesizing the 
needed information from hundreds, if not thousands, of separate sources. 

Stripped to its essentials, the relevant agency decides what it needs to know to formulate a set of 
intelligent rules.  It must then conduct extensive surveys of the relevant stakeholders–industry and 
consumer groups, for starters–to obtain needed data.  Next it formulates and publishes preliminary 
rules and regulations.  These in turn are bombarded by comments from literally hundreds of separate 
groups, each with its own agenda.  Once the agency issues its final rules, they may well be 
challenged in court on a variety of statutory and constitutional grounds. 

This complex administrative process only has a fighting chance of generating sensible rules with a 
statute that embodies some workable principles in the first place.  Here is one typical instance of how 
the process has gotten gummed up under ObamaCare. As a matter of grand legislative policy, 
ObamaCare decreed that firms would be required to knock out wasteful administrative costs by 
attaining favorable “medical loss ratios,” which in turn require them to slash their administrative 
expenses for individual and group health care plans to between, say, 15% and 20% of total costs.  
The numbers are often little more than half of the current expense ratios for various kinds of plans. 

The statutory commands all rest on the grand assumption that these administrative costs are a form 
of disguised waste that mere competitive market forces could not eliminate.  But the claim is a 
delusion.  No one has any clear idea what counts an “administrative cost” for statutory purposes, 
which itself leads to all sorts of jockeying and lobbying for strategic advantage inside the 
administrative process–which just raises those administrative costs even more. 

Since the politicos miscalculated the regulatory burdens, they have to brace for the real possibility 
that some health care plans will collapse under the strain.  Starting in late September, reality hit home 
when McDonald’s announced that it would have cut out its “mini-med” program for about 30,000 of its 
low-paid workers. It insisted that it could not meet the statutory requirements for the simple reason 
that high employee turnover raises administrative costs. 

Rather than face this public relations disaster, Kathleen Sebelius, the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services, granted a one-year waiver from the requirements of the program.  That particular result 
does not stand alone.  Since that time fresh waivers have been routinely dispensed by the 



Department of Health and Human Services to many other organizations, including many powerful 
unions. At least one million workers are now out from under ObamaCare, with more to come. 

The process vividly shows how unrealistic expectations can undermine the rule of law.  Waivers are 
by definition an exercise of administrative discretion that benefits the party who receives its special 
dispensation.  Yet nothing in ObamaCare explains who should receive these waivers or why. 

The dangers from this uncertainty are enormous. Make no mistake about it, a waiver gives the 
favored organization a competitive advantage over its rivals. But it is not only one applicant that pulls 
out all the stops.  Its competitors often follow suit while simultaneously trying to block the waiver for 
the original applicant.  Administrative expertise quickly takes a back seat to old-fashioned political 
muscle and intrigue. 

What’s more, waivers are typically only for short periods–say one year.  They are often given on 
condition that the firm take steps to bring itself into compliance during waiver period.  But what 
happens if the firm requests a renewal?  Is it issued on the ground that no amount of ingenuity could 
have brought the firm into compliance? Or is it denied in order to make sure that the overarching 
statutory command is not nullified by endless short-term compromises? 

What matters systematically is not the outcome of any particular case but rather the long-term toll that 
extensive rulemaking exacts from the administrative process.  The safeguards of the rule of law are 
always undermined by fierce short-term pressures on administrative agencies. 

Economically, the high fixed costs of administrative compliance drive small firms to seek takeover by 
powerful larger firms whose deeper purses and better political contacts help them weather the storm.  
The palpable irony is that the same health care experts who once touted ObamaCare now fear that 
the new combinations will make health care more monopolistic, raising prices while cutting costs.  But 
no one can expect private firms to stand still in the face of those mortal threats.  Better a concentrated 
industry than a decimated one. 

Squads of health care experts and political pundits envisioned a Pax Obama for heath care once the 
political hubbub quieted down. It won’t happen.  Without major steps to overhaul or repeal 
ObamaCare, government by waiver will become standard operating procedure to the detriment of us 
all. 

  
  
Washington Post 
Kevin McCarthy: A Republican watching for executive overreach 
by George F. Will 

Winning California's state lottery with the first ticket he bought put Kevin McCarthy, then 20, on a path 
to becoming, in January, the third-ranking Republican leader of a House majority pledged to make 
government less bountiful. With the $5,000 he won in 1985, McCarthy opened a sandwich shop in a 
nook in a small mall in Bakersfield and hung a sign calling attention to it. When a government vehicle 
arrived, he thought city hall might have come "to give me the key to the city" as thanks for generating 
some jobs and sales tax revenue. But Bakersfield's bureaucracy wanted to complain about his sign, 
which somehow fell short of sign orthodoxy.  

Annoyance led, as it often does, to politics. McCarthy served on the staff of the local congressman, 
then was elected minority leader in his first term in the state Assembly. He came to Congress in 2007, 



and in the 2009-10 election cycle he was chief recruiter of candidates, such as Rep.-elect Stephen 
Fincher from - really - Frog Jump, Tenn.  

And Sean Duffy, the five-time world champion log climber (if you yawn you are not from northern 
Wisconsin) who forced Democratic Rep. David Obey, mighty chairman of the Appropriations 
Committee, not to seek a 22nd term. Duffy did so using ads McCarthy suggested, noting that Obey 
came to Congress before Woodstock and the moon landing.  

McCarthy is one of the three intelligent authors (with Virginia's Eric Cantor, 47, soon to be majority 
leader, and Wisconsin's Paul Ryan, 40, incoming chairman of the Budget Committee) of a book with 
the unintelligent title "Young Guns." They should be auditioning for the role of Cicero, not Shane.  

McCarthy has never been in a majority, in Sacramento or Washington. His 13-member freshman 
class elected in the dreadful (for Republicans) year of 2006 was the smallest cohort of new 
Republicans since the House was expanded to 435 seats in 1913. But he favors running the House in 
a way that would dilute control by the majority's leaders, of which he is to be one, and would make life 
sweeter for the minority: He thinks every member should be empowered to offer amendments to 
spending bills. That expresses his view - which also was the Founders', although they did not put it 
this way - that "the Senate is the country club, we are the IHOP."  

The reason Republicans think winning the presidency in 2012 is essential to fulfilling the promise of 
2010 is that Barack Obama, former paladin of change, will veto change. So McCarthy understands 
that, pending a Republican president, much of Republican governance must occur down in the weeds 
of government - in the Federal Register, the record of the regulations by which the executive branch 
exercises its will without much congressional supervision or circumscription.  

But looking up from the weeds at the clouds, McCarthy has a dismaying desire to bring a "futurist" to 
speak to the Republican caucus each week. This betrays an unconservative faith in prophets - 
pursuing prophecy is a recipe for forfeiting the present - and is a depressing reminder of Speaker 
Newt Gingrich's swoon about Alvin Toffler's books "Future Shock" and "The Third Wave." Gingrich 
said of himself, oxymoronically, "I am a conservative futurist." Fascination with clairvoyants is, 
however, symptomatic of an unconservative hankering to surf supposed "waves" of history and to put 
government in the service of, and society in harness to, Big Ideas.  

McCarthy was born in January 1965, the month when Democrats, their ranks swollen by 38 House 
members and two senators because of Lyndon Johnson's 1964 landslide, began the overreaching, 
a.k.a. the Great Society, that in 1966 produced losses of 47 House and three Senate seats.  

The biggest threat to Republicans, who are currently flushed with victory, is, McCarthy thinks, the 
delusion that "they won the election. They didn't win anything." Rather, Democrats got themselves 
fired. McCarthy is too polite to say that the Democrats were terminated because they, like the 
president, misread the 2008 elections as much more than the electorate's pink slip for Republicans 
who were spendthrifts at home and blunderers abroad.  

McCarthy says "this country likes to reelect its presidents." But it did not reelect one of the past two 
Democratic presidents (Jimmy Carter). And the one it reelected (Bill Clinton) had the advantage, as it 
turned out, of a bumptious new Republican House majority that made mistakes - e.g., the government 
shutdown - characteristic of people who, lacking the patience of politics, seek shortcuts to the future. 

  
  



Washington Examiner 
In 2010 sweep, even the Finns voted Republican 
by Michael Barone 
  
Some reflections on the revolution of 2010, based on extended examination of the election returns.  

Gentry liberals: The tsunami swept from the George Washington Bridge to the Donner Pass, but 
didn't wash away affluent liberals to the east and west of these geographic markers. Also surviving 
were the cannibals -- the public employee unions that are threatening to bankrupt states like 
California and New York, a prospect that doesn't faze the left-leaning gentry. In these areas 
Republicans picked up one House seat anchored in Staten Island, two in New Hampshire and one in 
Washington state, and they came close in two California districts wholly or partly in the Central Valley. 
Gentry liberal territory stayed staunchly Democratic. 

Jacksonians: In 2008 Barack Obama ran weakly in lands settled by the Scots-Irish from the 
Appalachians southwest to Texas. In 2010 Democrats did even worse there. In Andrew Jackson's 
home state of Tennessee, Republicans captured two open seats where they didn't even field 
candidates in 2008; ditto in Bill Clinton's home state of Arkansas. 

In southwest Virginia a 28-year veteran Democrat was beaten after voting for Henry Waxman's cap-
and-trade bill. West Virginia Democrat Joe Manchin held Robert Byrd's Senate seat by running an ad 
showing him shooting a rifle bullet through a copy of the bill. 

Germano-Scandinavian America: The Upper Midwest, settled largely by German and Scandinavian 
immigrants, has long been the most pacifist, isolationist and dovish part of the United States. That's 
one reason Obama did well in caucuses and primaries and in the general election in 2008 in 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa. He even made it a close race in the Dakotas. 

But that appeal seems to have vanished this year. Perhaps dovish voters, dismayed that he kept 
troops in Iraq, sent more troops to Afghanistan and failed to close Guantanamo, decided to vote on 
other issues on which they did not agree with Democrats. Republicans won up and down the line in 
Wisconsin, won big majorities in the Minnesota legislature, unseated two formerly popular 
congressmen-at-large in the Dakotas and recaptured the Iowa governorship after a dozen years. The 
industrial heartland. The long-standing rule in American politics is that in times of economic distress, 
the industrial heartland -- the Rust Belt -- trends toward the Democrats. Voters evidently see more 
government spending as a solution. 

Not this year. Republicans won Senate or governor races or both in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, 
Illinois and Michigan. They captured five House seats in Pennsylvania, five in Ohio, two in Indiana, 
four in Illinois and two in Michigan. You might want to add the five they captured in upstate New York. 
That's 23 of the 39 seats they needed for a House majority. 

Republican gains in state legislatures were even more impressive. They will control the redistricting 
process in four of the five states in this region. The exception is Illinois, where Rod Blagojevich's 
successor as governor, Pat Quinn, held on by a few thousand votes -- helped perhaps by the refusal 
of some Democratic county clerks not to send out military ballots in the time required by federal law. 
They did manage to send unrequested ballots to inmates of the Cook County Jail, though. 

But the dominant message here is that government spending is the problem, not the solution. Blacks 
and Hispanics. Black voters remained almost unanimously Democratic this year. Not so Hispanics, 
who voted Republican in Florida and only mildly Democratic in Texas, where Republicans captured 



two Hispanic-majority House seats on the Mexican border. And Republicans Brian Sandoval and 
Susana Martinez were elected governor in Nevada and New Mexico. 

The Finnish vote: Around 100 years ago Finnish immigrants flocked to the mines and woods of the 
country around Lake Superior, where the topography and weather must have seemed familiar. 
They've been a mostly Democratic, sometimes even radical voting bloc ever since. No more, it 
seems. Going into the election, the three most Finnish districts, Michigan 1, Wisconsin 7 and 
Minnesota 8, all fronting on Lake Superior, were represented by two Democratic committee chairmen 
and the chairman of an Energy and Commerce subcommittee, with a total of 95 years of seniority. 

Wisconsin's David Obey and Michigan's Bart Stupak both chose to retire, and were replaced by 
Republicans who had started running before their announcements. Minnesota's James Oberstar was 
upset by retired Northwest pilot and stay-at-home dad Chip Cravaack. 

So here's a new rule for the political scientists: As go the Finns, so goes America. 

  
Slate 
Modern Parenting 
If we try to engineer perfect children, will they grow up to be unbearable? 
by Katie Roiphe  

 
Are you trying too hard to raise the perfect kid? 

Last year, a friend of mine sent a shipment of green rubber flooring, at great impractical expense, to a 
villa in the south of France because she was worried that over the summer holiday her toddler would 
fall on the stone floor. Generations of French children may have made their way safely to adulthood, 
walking and falling and playing and dreaming on these very same stone floors, but that did not deter 
her in her determination to be safe. This was, I think, an extreme articulation of our generation's 
common fantasy: that we can control and perfect our children's environment. And lurking somewhere 
behind this strange and hopeless desire to create a perfect environment lies the even stranger and 
more hopeless idea of creating the perfect child. 

Of course, for most of us, this perfect, safe, perpetually educational environment is unobtainable; an 
ineffable dream we can browse through in Dwell, or some other beautiful magazine, with the starkly 
perfect Oeuf toddler bed, the spotless nursery. Most of us do not raise our children amidst a sea of 
lovely and instructive wooden toys and soft cushiony rubber floors and healthy organic snacks, but 
the ideal exists and exerts its dubious influence. 

This fantasy of control begins long before the child is born, though every now and then a sane bulletin 
lands amidst our fashionable perfectionism, a real-world corrective to our over-arching anxieties. I 
remember reading with some astonishment, while I was pregnant, a quiet, unsensational article about 



how one study showed that crack babies turned out to be doing as well as non-crack babies. Here we 
are feeling guilty about goat's cheese on a salad, or three sips of wine, and all the while these ladies, 
lighting crack pipes, are producing intelligent and healthy offspring. While it's true that no one seemed 
to be wholeheartedly recommending that pregnant women everywhere take up crack for relaxation, 
the fundamental irony does appear to illustrate a basic point: which is that children, even in utero, are 
infinitely more adaptable and hardy and mysterious than we imagine. 

And yet the current imagination continues to run to control, toward new frontiers and horizons of it. A 
recent book generating interest in the US is called Origins: How the Nine Months Before Birth Shape 
the Rest of Our Lives. It takes up questions such as whether eating more fish will raise the 
intelligence of your child, or what exact level of stress is beneficial to the unborn child. (Too much 
stress is bad, but too little stress, it turns out, is not good either. One doctor reports that she has 
pregnant women with blissfully tranquil lives asking her what they can do to add a little healthy stress 
to the placid uterine environment. 

Then, just last month came the well-publicised British study that suggested that a little drinking during 
pregnancy is healthy, and that children whose parents drank a little bit were in fact, if anything, 
slightly more intelligent than children whose mothers refrained entirely. One might think this new 
evidence would challenge the absolutism of our attitudes about drinking and pregnancy, the near-
religious zeal with which we approach the subject, but it's equally possible that it won't actually have 
much effect. Our righteousness and morally charged suspicion that drinking even the tiniest bit will 
harm an unborn child runs deeper than rational discussion or science; we are primed for guilt and 
sacrifice, for the obsessive monitoring of the environment, for rampant moralism and reproach, even 
before the baby is born.  

One of my friends asked me, very sensibly, "Is it worth even the smallest risk?" about a glass of wine 
late in my pregnancy, and of course the answer has to be no. What kind of Lady Macbeth would 
place her own fleeting desire for a glass of wine above her child's health, or ability to get into an 
excellent college? However, the question itself betrays its own assumptions: our exaggerated vision 
of risk and sensitivity to the impossible idea of control may also be damaging to a child. 

If you drink a little, the popular logic goes, your child might be a little dumber. He won't be damaged 
per se, but he'll be a little dumber. Behind this calculation is the mystical idea of engineering the 
perfect child. But perhaps the question we should be asking ourselves is, even if we can engineer 
him, will he grow up to be unbearable? 

You know the child I am talking about: precious, wide-eyed, over-cared-for, fussy, in a beautiful 
sweater, or a carefully hipsterish T-shirt. Have we done him a favor by protecting him from everything, 
from dirt and dust and violence and sugar and boredom and egg whites and mean children who steal 
his plastic dinosaurs, from, in short, the everyday banging-up of the universe? The wooden toys that 
tastefully surround him, the all-sacrificing, well-meaning parents, with a library of books on how to 
make him turn out correctly— is all of it actually harming or denaturing him?  

Someone I know tells me that in the mornings, while making breakfast, packing lunches and laying 
out clothes, she organises an art project for her children. An art project! This sounds impossibly idyllic 
– imaginative, engaged, laudable. And yet, is it just the slightest bit mad as well? Will the world, with 
its long lines in the passport office and traffic jams, be able to live up to quite this standard of 
exquisite stimulation? And can you force or programme your child to be creative? 

The bookshelves offer bright assistance: Amazing Minds: The Science of Nurturing Your Child's 
Developing Mind with Games, Activities and More; Raising Your Spirited Child: A Guide for Parents 
Whose Child Is More Intense, Sensitive, Perceptive, Persistent, Energetic; Free-Range Kids: How to 



Raise Safe, Self-Reliant Kids (Without Going Nuts with Worry). These books, and the myriad others 
like them, hold out the promise of a healthy, civilised venture, where every obstacle, every bedtime, 
every tantrum, is something to be mastered like an exam at school. 

Can we, for a moment, flash back to the benign neglect of the 1970s and '80s? I can remember my 
parents having parties, wild children running around until dark, catching fireflies. If these children 
helped themselves to three slices of cake, or ingested the second-hand smoke from cigarettes, or 
carried cocktails to adults who were ever so slightly slurring their words, they were not noticed; they 
were loved, just not monitored. And, as I remember it, those warm summer nights of not being 
focused on were liberating. In the long sticky hours of boredom, in the lonely, unsupervised, 
unstructured time, something blooms; it was in those margins that we became ourselves. 

And then, of course, it sometimes turns out that the perfect environment is not perfect. Take for 
example, the fastidiousness a certain segment of modern parents enthusiastically cultivates. The 
New York Times recently ran an article called "Babies Know: A Little Dirt Is Good for You", which 
addressed itself sotto voce to parents who insist that everyone who enters their house takes off their 
shoes, who obsessively wash hands, or don't allow their children on the subway and carry around 
little bottles of disinfectant. Apparently, there is, from a sensible scientific point of view, such a thing 
as being too clean; children, it turns out, need to be exposed to a little dirt to develop immunities, and 
it seems that the smudged, filthy child happily chewing on a stick in the playground is healthier than 
his immaculate, prodigiously wiped-down counterpart. I like this story because there may be no better 
metaphor for the conundrum of over-protection, the protection that doesn't protect. 

Homework offers parents another fertile opportunity to be involved, i.e. immersed. I can recall my own 
mother vaguely calling upstairs "Have you done your homework?" but I cannot recall her rolling up 
her sleeves to work side by side with me cutting out pictures of rice paddies for a project about 
Vietnam, or monitoring how many pages of Wuthering Heights I had read. One mother told me about 
how her 7-year-old, at one of New York's top private schools, received an essay assignment asking 
how his "life experience" reflected Robert Frost's line in "The Road Not Taken": "I took the one less 
traveled by." And, of course, that would be a question calling out for the parent writing it herself, since 
the 7-year-old's "life experience" had not yet thrown up all that many roads. 

One of the more troubling aspects of our new ethos of control is that it contains a vision of right-
minded child rearing that is in its own enlightened way as exclusive and conformist as anything in the 
1950s. Anyone who does not control their children's environment according to current fashions and 
science, who, say, bribes their child with M&Ms or feeds their baby non-organic milk or has a party 
that lasts until 2 a.m., is behaving in a wild and reckless manner that somehow challenges the status 
quo. The less trivial problem is this: The rigorous ideal of the perfect environment doesn't allow for 
true difference, for the child raised by a grandparent, or a single mother, or divorced parents; its 
vision is definitely of two parents taking turns carrying the designer baby sling. Mandatory 24-hour 
improvement and enrichment, have, in other words, their oppressive side. 

A quick perusal of a random calendar for a random Saturday for a random member of this 
generation's finest parents will reveal shuttling to gymnastics class and birthday parties and soccer, 
and Feeling Art and Expressing Yourself Through Theater—entire days vanishing into the scheduled 
and rigorous happiness of the child, entire days passing without the promise or hope or expectation of 
even one uninterrupted adult conversation. (Those who fall a little short can only aspire to this 
condition of energetic and industrious parenting.) 

One sometimes sees these exhausted, devoted, slightly drab parents, piling out of the car, and 
thinks, is all of this high-level watching and steering and analysing really making anyone happier? 
One wonders if family life is somehow overweighted in the children's direction—which is not to say 



that we should love them less, but that the concept of adulthood has somehow transmogrified into 
parenthood. What one wonders, more specifically, is whether this intense, admirable focus is good for 
the child? Is there something reassuring in parental selfishness, in the idea that your parents have 
busy, mysterious lives of their own, in which they sometimes do things that are not entirely dedicated 
to your entertainment or improvement? 

I also can't help but wonder if all of the effort poured into creating the perfect child, like the haute 
bourgeois attention to stylish food, is a way of deflecting and rechannelling adult disappointment. Are 
these parents, so virtuously exhausted, so child-drained at the end of one of these busy days, 
compensating for something they have given up? Something missing in their marriage? Some 
romantic disappointment? Some compromise of career or adventure? One can't help but wonder, in 
other words, what Tolstoy or Flaubert would make of our current parenting style. 

The effort to control is prolonged, too, later and later into the child's life. Colleges in the US have 
begun to give parents explicit instructions about when it is time to leave after dropping students off at 
school, because otherwise they won't. Even at college, even with 17- and 18-year-olds, these parents 
are lingering, involved, invested, tinkering; they want to stay, in other words, and control more. 

Built into this model of the perfectible child is, of course, an inevitable failure. You can't control 
everything, the universe offers up rogue moments that will make your child unhappy or sick or -
broken-hearted, there will be faithless friends and failed auditions and bad teachers. The one true -
terrifying fact of bringing an innocent baby into the fallen world is that no matter how much rubber 
flooring you ship to the villa in the south of France, you can't protect her from being hurt. 

This may sound more bombastic than I mean to be. All I am suggesting is that it might be time to 
stand back, pour a drink, and let the children torment, or bore or injure each other a little. It might be 
time to dabble in the laissez faire; to let the imagination run to art instead of art projects; to let the 
imperfect universe and its imperfect children be themselves.  

This article originally appeared in Financial Times. Click here to read more coverage from the 
Weekend FT. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Telegraph Blogs, UK 
Peak energy? What peak energy?  
by James Delingpole 
  

  
                      Nice propaganda, shame about the truth. 

One of the other lies told by Watermelons – when they’re not bleating about the fast-fading ‘crisis’ of 
“Man-Made Global Warming” – is that the earth is fast running out of scarce resources. “Even if AGW 
isn’t quite as true as we pretended it was a few years ago, that’s still no excuse for not taking radical 
action to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels,” they claim. 

Isn’t it? 

The Global Warming Policy Foundation (Happy anniversary, GWPF!) has collated several pieces 
which offer a helpful counter to this hackneyed, and too often unquestioned, eco-fascist narrative. 

Here’s the New York Times: (And would Pravda lie to you about a story so very much counter to its 
preferred ecotard narrative?) 

"Just as it seemed that the world was running on fumes, giant oil fields were discovered off the coasts 
of Brazil and Africa, and Canadian oil sands projects expanded so fast, they now provide North 
America with more oil than Saudi Arabia. In addition, the United States has increased domestic oil 
production for the first time in a generation. 

Meanwhile, another wave of natural gas drilling has taken off in shale rock fields across the United 
States, and more shale gas drilling is just beginning in Europe and Asia. Add to that an increase in 
liquefied natural gas export terminals around the world that connected gas, which once had to be 
flared off, to the world market, and gas prices have plummeted. 

Energy experts now predict decades of residential and commercial power at reasonable prices. 
Simply put, the world of energy has once again been turned upside down." 

Here’s CBS on the vast reserves of natural gas now being extracted from shale: 



“In the last few years, we’ve discovered the equivalent of two Saudi Arabias of oil in the form of 
natural gas in the United States. Not one, but two,” Aubrey McClendon, the CEO of Chesapeake 
Energy, told “60 Minutes” correspondent Lesley Stahl. 

“Wait, we have twice as much natural gas in this country, is that what you’re saying, than they have 
oil in Saudi Arabia?” Stahl asked. “I’m trying to very clearly say exactly that,” he replied. 

Does any of this sound to you like evidence that the world is facing the kind of energy crisis which can 
only be solved by concerted government intervention? 

Me neither. One of my many beefs with the green movement is its wilful economic illiteracy. I say 
“wilful” because I can see no other explanation – except, possibly, arrant stupidity – for the way it so 
determinedly avoids all the lessons of history which show how infinitely adaptable man is and always 
has been in the face of “scarce resources.” 

Man did not stop building wooden ships because of a shortage of trees. He stopped because he had 
developed the technology to build ships made of steel instead. 

Man did not stop using horse drawn transport because of a concerted government campaign to 
reduce the piles of steaming horse manure in our cities by introducing a special Equine Transport 
Tax. He did so because private entrepreneurs invented the internal combustion engine. 

Yet the energy policy of statist buffoons including Britain’s very own Huhne the Ecoloon is predicated 
on precisely this wrong idea: that it is a government’s job to force free citizens kicking and screaming 
in the direction of inefficient “renewable energy” through such distorting mechanisms as the “feed-in 
tariffs” (tacked on, by government diktat onto your gas and electricity bills) which have already proved 
such a disaster in Spain and Germany. 

So lets, recap: the reason your energy bills are getting more and more expensive on the verge of 
what is widely predicted to be yet another obscenely cold winter is 1. to deal with a problem that 
doesn’t exist (AGW) and 2. to deal with another problem that doesn’t exist (wholly imaginary fast-
depleting resources that must urgently be preserved through government intervention). 

  
  



 
  
  
  
  



 
  
  
  



 
  
 


